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Bitcoin rebounded sharply in July, returning nearly 15% after three 

consecutive negative months. With the price rally coming off the 

heels of the much anticipated B Word conference on July 21st 

featuring Elon Musk, Jack Dorsey, and Cathie Wood, bitcoin moved 

from an intraday low under $30K to back over $40K, a level not 

seen since May 20th.

Many commentators and market participants pointed to short 

covering as the primary catalyst for this month’s rally. However, 

new longs also entered the market in a meaningful way, perhaps 

thanks to positive sentiment as the U.S. took the lead in bitcoin 

mining from China, and energy concerns were lessened as over 

50% of mining is now believed to be powered by renewable 

sources of energy.

In addition, over 50M shares (well over $1.5B) of the Grayscale 

Bitcoin Trust (GBTC) started to come off “lock-up” on July 14th, 

a process that will continue through the end of August. Select 

accredited investors were able to subscribe directly with Grayscale 

at net asset value (NAV) but could not sell their shares into the 

secondary market for six months. Historically, spot bitcoin has 

rallied after these “unlocks” occur as relative value traders 

are forced to buy bitcoin in order to unwind arbitrage trades. 

Importantly, most investors purchase GBTC in the secondary 

market where it has historically traded at significant premiums or 

discounts to NAV. This dynamic has led to GBTC underperforming 

spot bitcoin by 80% over the trailing 12 months through 7/30/21.1 
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-07-15/u-s-plans-to-counter-ransomware-attacks-through-crypto-tracing
https://www.upgrade.com/press/upgrade-card-becomes-first-generally-available-u-s-credit-card-to-offer-bitcoin-rewards-1/
https://www.thinkadvisor.com/2021/07/20/cant-explain-bitcoin-your-clients-will-find-an-advisor-who-can/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-07-21/bitcoin-btc-where-rich-family-offices-are-investing-goldman-survey-shows?sref=ZP47XkKY
https://www.fidelitydigitalassets.com/bin-public/060_www_fidelity_com/documents/FDAS/digital-asset-survey-2021.pdf
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Bitcoin Back on Top

With BTC market capitalization back over $780B, Bitcoin’s 

value is again greater than all but six companies in the 

world.2 With the exception of Aramco, each of the mega 

cap companies larger than bitcoin rely upon network-based 

business models. Like Apple, Microsoft, Google, Amazon, 

and Facebook before it, bitcoin’s value and the utility a user 

derives from the Bitcoin network increases as more users 

join the network. Bitcoin usage, conservatively measured 

by addresses on the bitcoin blockchain, has grown over 10x 

since 2015,3 and with no sign of user growth abating, these 

network-based tech companies serve as the closest parallel 

to the value creation investors can expect with the world’s 

first open-source monetary system.

One other way to measure bitcoin’s significant scale is Bitcoin 

Dominance, which is defined as bitcoin’s share of the total 

crypto industry market cap. Bitcoin Dominance progressed 

higher for most of July and ended the month at 48.5%, still 

off from its YTD peak of 72.6% but above its YTD low of 40%.

Musk, Dorsey, Wood Square Off 

Bitcoin saw strong performance following “The B Word” conference, where most observers deemed comments by Musk, 

Dorsey, and Wood to be positive. Investors were most sensitive to comments by Musk, which were quite constructive after 

a barrage of tweets over recent months had investors questioning his commitment to bitcoin. While Tesla’s $1.5B ownership 

of bitcoin was revealed back in February, we learned that bitcoin was Musk’s largest personal financial asset outside of his 

equity ownership of Tesla and SpaceX. Musk outlined potential concerns related to bitcoin mining’s impact on the environment. 

However, Musk was clear that he believes bitcoin mining has transitioned to renewable energy in a meaningful way and, if he 

observes a continuing trend, Tesla will begin to accept bitcoin as a source of payment again.

The Reason to HODL is Clear

One of the bitcoin blockchain’s many distinguishing features 

is transparency. Every network transaction is posted to the 

blockchain, enabling interesting analysis of investor behavior. 

For example, over 22% of all bitcoins have been held for 

more than 5 years. These buy-and-hold investors may have 

decided that simply being invested in bitcoin, regardless of 

its volatility, is more important than trying to tactically time 

the asset. The acronym HODL, while initially just a typo for 

“hold,” has since been popularized to describe this long-term 

bitcoin strategy of “holding on for dear life.”

So-called “HODLers” have benefited from bitcoin’s 

remarkable price appreciation. As demonstrated by NYDIG’s 

Greg Cipolaro, bitcoin has returned an average of 136% per 

annum over 5-year rolling periods from Jan ‘11 - June ‘21, 

outperforming 12 major asset classes by a wide margin, well 

ahead of the second best performing asset, U.S. Equities,4 

which returned an average of 9.7% per annum. Perhaps most 

interestingly, bitcoin’s worst-case 5-year return over the 

period was +29%, better than the maximum return for 9 of 

12 asset classes.5 For investors with a long-term horizon, the 

reason to “HODL” is clear.

*Returns greater than 1 year are annualized.

 1 MO 3 MO YTD 1 YR 3 YR* 5 YR*

Bitcoin 14.76% -30.12% 36.70% 252.19% 72.85% 129.71%

Gold 2.49% 2.55% -4.43% -8.18% 14.01% 6.07%

S&P 500 2.38% 5.50% 17.99% 36.45% 18.16% 17.35%

Barclays Agg 1.12% 2.16% -0.50% -0.70% 5.73% 3.13%

Performance

https://nydig.com/research-and-insights/bitcoins-long-term-compounding-effects/
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 5 YR Standard Deviation 5 YR Sharpe Ratio 5 YR Correlation to BTC

Bitcoin 89.1% 1.35 –

Gold 13.4% 0.42 0.11

S&P 500 15.0% 1.08 0.23

Barclays Agg 3.3% 0.62 0.14

SOURCES 

NYDIG, Bloomberg, last available data as of 7/30/21. All prices are 4:00 ET prices. Barclays Agg represents the Bloomberg Barclays US 
Aggregate Total Return Bond Index. Bitcoin returns based on month-end 4pm prices. Monthly bitcoin prices prior to October 2018 are 
based on Coinbase 4pm pricing. In October 2018, NYDIG began generating bitcoin prices in accordance with NYDIG Asset Management’s 
valuation policy for its bitcoin funds. The monthly bitcoin prices used after October 2018 reflect 4pm prices determined in accordance 
with such valuation policy, which is the same valuation policy that is used for NYDIG’s funds. As there are two different pricing sources 
for bitcoin reflected, the historical performance of bitcoin shown may be different if the bitcoin prices in accordance with NYDIG Asset 
Management’s valuation policy were used for the entire period or if the Coinbase pricing were used for the entire period. Performance 
data quoted represents past performance of bitcoin. Past performance of bitcoin is not indicative of future results. Bitcoin has historically 
exhibited high price volatility relative to more traditional asset classes. The value of an investment in bitcoin or the funds could decline 
rapidly, including to zero. 

END NOTES 

1. Source: Bloomberg

2. Source: Bloomberg as of 7/30/21

3. Source: Glassnode, cypto.com, NYDIG as of 6/30/21

4. U.S. Equities represented by CRSP 500 (1926 - 1988) and S&P 500 Total Return Index (1988 - Onward)

5. Source: NYDIG, Bloomberg, Center for Research in Security Prices. Monthly data from Jan ‘11 - June ‘21

DISCLOSURES 

This report has been prepared solely for informational purposes and does not represent investment advice or provide an opinion regarding 
the fairness of any transaction to any and all parties nor does it constitute an offer, solicitation or a recommendation to buy or sell any 
particular security or instrument or to adopt any investment strategy. Charts and graphs provided herein are for illustrative purposes 
only. This report does not represent valuation judgments with respect to any financial instrument, issuer, security or sector that may 
be described or referenced herein and does not represent a formal or official view of New York Digital Investment Group or its affiliates 
(collectively NYDIG).

It should not be assumed that NYDIG will make investment recommendations in the future that are consistent with the views expressed 
herein, or use any or all of the techniques or methods of analysis described herein. NYDIG may have positions (long or short) or engage in 
securities transactions that are not consistent with the information and views expressed in this report.

The information provided herein is valid only for the purpose stated herein and as of the date hereof (or such other date as may be indicated 
herein) and no undertaking has been made to update the information, which may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other 
reasons. The information in this report may contain forward-looking statements regarding future events, targets or expectations. NYDIG 
neither assumes any duty to nor undertakes to update any forward-looking statements. There is no assurance that any forward-looking 
events or targets will be achieved, and actual outcomes may be significantly different from those shown herein. The information in this 
report, including statements concerning financial market trends, is based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate and may be 
superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons.

Information furnished by others, upon which all or portions of this report are based, are from sources believed to be reliable. However, 
NYDIG makes no representation as to the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of such information and has accepted the information 
without further verification. No warranty is given as to the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of such information. No responsibility is 
taken for changes in market conditions or laws or regulations and no obligation is assumed to revise this report to reflect changes, events 
or conditions that occur subsequent to the date hereof.

Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is it to be relied on in making an investment or other 
decision. Legal advice can only be provided by legal counsel. NYDIG shall have no liability to any third party in respect of this report or any 
actions taken or decisions made as a consequence of the information set forth herein. By accepting this report in its entirety, the recipient 
acknowledges its understanding and acceptance of the foregoing terms.

https://nydig.com/
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